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As a renowned pharmaceutical analyst, Dr. P. D Sethi contributed his entire life for advancement of Pharmaceutical Analysis in India. Although The Indian Pharmaceutical Industry lost its prized possession on 26 September 2015, he will remain immortal for his contributions in the fields of HPLC & HPTLC.

He obtained his B.Pharm & M.Pharm from Punjab University, Chandigarh, India and Ph.D in Pharmaceutical sciences from Madras University. He had an experience of 40 years (1975-2015) as pharmaceutical analyst. As the founder director of Central Drugs Laboratory (Govt. of India) he pioneered in setting up a world class analytical laboratory. He worked with Federal Drugs Control Laboratory as Pharmaceutical analyst. He also worked as a national evaluator with Dept. of Science & Technology, Govt. of India for accreditation of Quality control laboratories in India.

He authored his first book "**Quantitative Analysis of Multi-Component Drug Formulations**" in the year 1985 which brought him immense reputation and inspired him to author 22 books in Pharmaceutical analysis covering significant analytical techniques. Awards are instituted in his tribute to encourage the fellow analysts for publishing best research papers in the area of Pharmaceutical analysis.

The Indian Journal of Pharmaceutical Sciences is honored to have had Dr. P.D. Sethi as a member of editorial board. IJPS is indebted to him for his valuable ideas and contributions for its development. His assistance as a panel member in selecting "IJPS' Prof ML Khorana Best Paper Award" is immense.

His last wish in his own words published in "The Pharma Review Nov-Dec 2014;12(72):12".

"I wish hundred years down the line if analysts pick up my books and find them useful, what better legacy I could ask for to live on in my books after I am gone. I dream no more than to be remembered as a pharmaceutical analyst and for my contribution particularly in HPTLC"

Considered as a knowledge base in Pharmaceutical analysis, his books are internationally acclaimed. The Pharmaceutical industry and academia will surely miss him. IPA & IJPS remember him for the legacy he left. May his soul rest in peace.
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